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Dr. James Higdon’s Update from ALMA
September 21, 2016

The Ataama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) is an interferometer array operating at
millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths. Located high in the Chilean Andes.

HST color images of ring galaxies AM 0644-741 and Arp 147 currently being
observed with ALMA. Right picture shows fresh carbon monoxide in the ring.

Galaxies – once considered to be isolated “Island Universes” – actually experience collisions and close passages with their
neighbors. Such events can drastically change both a galaxy’s appearance and rate at which it forms new stars.
One of the rarest and most dramatic examples of this are ring galaxies, created when a neighbor galaxy passes through the
center of a larger “target” galaxy. The collision causes gas and stars in the target galaxy to accumulate into dense rings that
travel outward at high speed. A prime example is the galaxy named AM0644-741, shown imaged in visible light by the Hubble
Space Telescope in the displayed figure (left). The ring’s blue color indicates that it is robustly forming stars. Georgia Southern
Professors James & Sarah Higdon are studying how stars form out of the gas swept up in the rings, and if this is different from
the way ordinary galaxies do it. Stars form in dense and cold clouds of molecular gas (mainly hydrogen), so to study star
formation they must measure its quantity and distribution.

They were recently awarded observing time with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), a collection of 66 separate
radio telescopes located on the high Atacama plains in Chile. These telescopes work together to produce sensitive high
resolution images of light emitted by molecules in distant galaxies. The panel at right shows that cold molecular gas is heavily
concentrated in AM0644-741’s ring. Together with other data James and Sarah hope to learn if stars form with greater
efficiency or more rapidly in the rings of these objects. Their work shows that 130-million years ago, in the middle of the
dinosaur’s reign on Earth, a neighboring galaxy crashed through the center of a normal spiral galaxy, creating the ring we now
observe moving outward at 340,000 mph and forming stars roughly 10-times faster than our own Milky Way galaxy.

Dr. Mark Edwards Participates in NSF “Ideas Lab” to Measure “Big G”
September 21, 2016

Dr. Mark Edwards

Dr. Mark Edwards was chosen by the National Science Foundation (NSF) to participate
in the “Ideas Lab: Measuring ‘Big G’ Challenge” held this past July 18-22, 2016
at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in Gaithersburg, MD.
The purpose of this event was to bring a group of scientists together to brainstorm
new ideas for measuring Newton’s Universal Gravitational Constant also known as
“Big G”.
In the 1600s, Sir Isaac Newton discovered the “law of gravity” which states that
the gravitational force between two objects is proportional to the product of their
masses divided by the square of the distance between them. Big G is the constant
of proportionality that relates these two quantities and is a fundamental constant
of nature.
The first quantitative measurement of Big G was made in the late 1700s by Henry
Cavendish and many more measurements of Big G have been made since then. Even after
200 years, Big G remains the mostly poorly measured fundamental constant of nature.
Some of the measurement made in the last 10-15 years have actually made the uncertainty
in the value of Big G increase. This situation has provided the motivation for the
ideas lab.
At the ideas lab Edwards presented an idea for measuring Big G aboard the International
Space Station (ISS). In 2017, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
plans to deploy a new experiment to the ISS called the Cold Atom Laboratory (CAL).
This experiment will be capable of creating ultra-cold atomic gases that have been

cooled into a state called a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). When the gas is in the
BEC state, it can be split in two and separated in the microgravity environment of the
ISS. When this is done with a large source mass present, the source mass pulls
gravitationally on the two BEC pieces differently and this difference can be measured
if the two pieces are put back together.
Dr. Edwards is working on refinements to the design of this proposed experiment. He is
collaborating with Dr. Doga Murat Kurkcuoglu, a professor in the Physics Department at
Georgia Southern and a physics major, Ms. Elizabeth Ashwood and with Dr. Charles W.
Clark of the Joint Quantum Institute (JQI). The JQI is run jointly by NIST and the
University of Maryland at College Park.
More information about the Ideas Lab: Measuring ‘Big G’ Challenge can be found at
https://www.aps.org/publications/apsnews/201605/big-g.cfm

Dr. Maxim Durach Nanotechnology Computational Group Update
September 21, 2016
The group’s work has been published in Physical Review B as a Rapid Communication, and Annalen der Physik. Another
paper has been accepted for publication in New Journal of Physics.

Photonic Nanotechnology Computational Group’s First Master of
Science Student Graduated
September 21, 2016

Dr. Maxim Durach and David Keene after David’ successful
MS thesis defense

In Spring 2016, the Photonic Nanotechnology Computational Group had their first Master of Science student in the Applied
Physical Science program graduate. David Keene’s thesis was “Modification of the Fundamental Properties of Light Through
Interaction with Nanostructured Materials.”
After graduation David Keene joined the PhD program in Material Science and Engineering at Norfolk State University.

Reed Hodges Received Prestigious NSF-funded Blue Waters
Internship
September 21, 2016

Reed Hodges coding at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications in Illinois.

Reed Hodges received a prestigious NSF-funded Blue Waters Internship, which included a two-week Petascale Institute at
the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign in May 2016 (see
photo 3). This year-long Internship will be hosted by Dr. Durach’s group at Georgia Southern University.

March 2016 American Physical Society Meeting
September 21, 2016

David Keene registering at APS

In March 2016 Reed Hodges, Anne Delua, Matthew LePain, David Keene and Dr. Maxim Durach traveled to the American
Physical Society meeting in Baltimore, Maryland to present several posters and talks. Dr. Durach presented and co-authored
2 talks at CLEO conference in San Jose, CA.

Dr. Dragos Amarie Awarded with a New Patent
September 21, 2016

Dr. Dragos Amarie

Dr. Amarie and former collaborators were awarded US Patent 9,267,099 on February 23, 2016 which implements a new
design for blood capillary fabrication using living cells within a support medium. Under controlled conditions, culture of
specialized cells produces viable lumenized capillary networks with natural or pre-determined geometries by manipulating the
extra-cellular medium and basement membrane associated with the capillary networks. Since the capillary networks and its
substrate are detachable from the supporting substrate, this technique could be useful in tissue engineering applications. In
the long run, both the capillary network and its associated extracellular medium have numerous scientific, industrial and
medical applications.
In vitro angiogenesis assays employing the forming capillary network play a crucial role in identifying factors involved in
vascular development. Such assays are used in drug development as moderate-throughput screens for angiogenesis
promoters and inhibitors related to wound healing, age-related macular degeneration, diabetes, cancer, and other diseases.

Dr. Xiaojun Wang Awarded Certificate by the University of Science and
Technology Beijing (USTB)
September 21, 2016

